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Turing Test as a Defining Feature  
of AI-Completeness 
Roman V. Yampolskiy* 
Abstract. The paper contributes to the development of the theory of AI-
Completeness by formalizing the notion of AI-Complete and AI-Hard problems. 
The intended goal is to provide a classification of problems in the field of General 
Artificial Intelligence. We prove Turing Test to be an instance of an AI-Complete 
problem and further show certain AI problems to be AI-Complete or AI-Hard via 
polynomial time reductions. Finally, the paper suggests some directions for future 
work on the theory of AI-Completeness.  
Keywords: AI-Complete, AI-Easy, AI-Hard, Human Oracle. 
1   Introduction 
Since its inception in the 1950s the field of Artificial Intelligence has produced 
some unparalleled accomplishments while at the same time failing to formalize 
the problem space it is concerned with. This paper proposes to address this short-
coming by extends on the work in [56] and contributing to the theory of AI-
Completeness, a formalism designed to do for the field of AI what notion of  
NP-Completeness did for computer science in general. It is our belief that such 
formalization will allow for even faster progress in solving remaining problems in 
humankind’s conquest to build an intelligent machine.  
According to the encyclopedia Wikipedia the term “AI-Complete” was pro-
posed by Fanya Montalvo in the 1980s [54]. A somewhat general definition of the 
term included in the 1991 Jargon File [37] states:  
“AI-Complete: [MIT, Stanford, by analogy with `NP-complete'] adj.  Used to de-
scribe problems or subproblems in AI, to indicate that the solution presupposes a 
solution to the `strong AI problem' (that is, the synthesis of a human-level intelli-
gence).  A problem that is AI-complete is, in other words, just too hard. Examples 
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of AI-complete problems are `The Vision Problem', building a system that can see 
as well as a human, and `The Natural Language Problem', building a system that 
can understand and speak a natural language as well as a human.  These may ap-
pear to be modular, but all attempts so far (1991) to solve them have foundered on 
the amount of context information and `intelligence' they seem to require.” 
As such, the term “AI-Complete” (or sometimes AI-Hard) has been a part of 
the field for many years and has been frequently brought up to express difficulty 
of a specific problem investigated by researchers (see [31, 26, 15, 36, 6, 20, 32, 
33, 10, 27, 28, 29, 16, 23, 55]). This informal use further encouraged similar con-
cepts to be developed in other areas of science: Biometric-Completeness [36], 
ASR-Complete [30]. While recently numerous attempts to formalize what it 
means to say that a problem is “AI-Complete” have been published [2, 41, 11] 
even before such formalization attempts systems which relied on humans to solve 
problems which were perceived to be AI-Complete were utilized: 
 
• AntiCaptcha systems use humans to break CAPTCHA security protocol [2, 
58, 59, 63] either by directly hiring cheap workers in developing countries [5] 
or by rewarding correctly solved CAPTCHAs with presentation of porno-
graphic images [52].   
• Chinese Room philosophical argument by John Searle shows that including a 
human as a part of a computational system may actually reduce its perceived 
capabilities such as understanding and consciousness [40].  
• Content Development online projects such as Encyclopedias (Wikipedia, 
Conservapedia), Libraries (Project Gutenberg, Video collections (YouTube) 
and Open Source Software (SourceForge) all rely on contributions from 
people for content production and quality assurance. 
• Cyphermint a check cashing system relies on human workers to compare a 
snapshot of a person trying to perform a financial transaction to a picture of a 
person who initially enrolled with the system. Resulting accuracy outperforms 
any biometric system and is almost completely spoof proof (see cypher-
mint.com for more info).   
• Data Tagging systems entice user into providing meta-data for images, sound 
or video files. A popular approach involves developing an online game which 
as a byproduct of participation produces a large amount of accurately labeled 
data [1].  
• Distributed Proofreaders employs a number of human volunteers to elimi-
nate errors in books created by relying on Optical Character Recognition 
process. (see pgdp.net for more info).  
• Interactive Evolutionary Computation algorithms use humans in place of a 
fitness function to make judgments regarding difficult to formalize concept 
such as esthetic beauty or taste [47].  
• Mechanical Turk is an Amazon.com’s attempt at creating Artificial Intelli-
gence. Humans are paid varying amounts for solving problems which are be-
lieved to be beyond current abilities of AI programs (see mturk.com for more  
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info). The general idea behind the Turk has a broad appeal and the researchers 
are currently attempting to bring it to the masses via the Generalized Task 
Markets (GTM) [42, 19, 18, 21].   
• Spam Prevention is easy to accomplish by having humans vote on emails 
they receive as spam or not. If a certain threshold is reached a particular piece 
of email could be said to be spam with a high degree of accuracy [13].  
Recent work has attempted to formalize the intuitive notion of AI-Completeness. 
In particular three such endowers are worth reviewing [56]: 
In 2003 Ahn et al. [2] attempted to formalize the notion of an AI-Problem and 
the concept of AI-Hardness in the context of computer security. An AI-Problem 
was defined as a triple: “ , , , where S is a set of problem instances, D 
is a probability distribution over the problem set S, and f : S  {0; 1}* answers 
the instances. Let δ   (0; 1]. We require that for an  > 0 fraction of the humans 
H, PrxD [H(x) = f(x)] > δ… An AI problem  is said to be (δ, )-solved if there 
exists a program A, running in time at most  on any input from S, such that 
PrxD,r [Ar(x)=f(x)] δ. (A is said to be a (δ, ) solution to .)  is said to be a 
(δ, )-hard AI problem if no current program is a (δ, ) solution to , and the AI 
community agrees it is hard to find such a solution.” It is interesting to observe 
that the proposed definition is in terms of democratic consensus by the AI com-
munity. If researchers say the problem is hard, it must be so. Also, time to solve 
the problem is not taken into account. The definition simply requires that some 
humans be able to solve the problem [2].  
In 2007 Shahaf and Amir [41] have published their work on the Theory of AI-
Completeness. Their paper presents the concept of the Human-Assisted Turing 
Machine and formalizes the notion of different Human Oracles (see Section on 
Human Oracles for technical details). Main contribution of the paper comes in the 
form of a method for classifying problems in terms of human-versus-machine ef-
fort required to find a solution. For some common problems such as Natural Lan-
guage Understanding (NLU) the paper proposes a method of reductions allowing 
conversion from NLU to the problem of Speech Understanding via Text-To-
Speech software.  
In 2010 Demasi et al. [11] presented their work on problem classification for 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). The proposed framework groups the prob-
lem space into three sectors:  
• Non AGI-Bound: Problems that are of no interest to AGI researchers.  
• AGI-Bound: Problems that require human level intelligence to be 
solved.  
• AGI-Hard: Problems that are at least as hard as any AGI Bound  
problem. 
The paper also formalizes the notion of Human Oracles and provides a number of 
definitions regarding their properties and valid operations.  
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2   The Theory of AI-Completeness 
From people with mental disabilities to geniuses human minds are cognitively diverse 
and it is well known that different people exhibit different mental abilities. We define a 
notion of a Human Oracle (HO) function capable of computing any function computa-
ble by the union of all human minds. In other words any cognitive ability of any hu-
man being is repeatable by our HO. To make our Human Oracle easier to understand 
we provide the following illustration of the Human function: 
 
String Human (String input) { 
 \/ \/ \/ •••  \/  
return output; } 
Fig. 1 Human oracle: HumanBest – a union of minds 
Such a function would be easy to integrate with any modern programming lan-
guage and would require that the input to the function be provided as a single 
string of length N and the function would return a string of length M. No specific 
encoding is specified for the content of strings N or M and so they could be either 
binary representations of data or English language phrases both being computa-
tionally equivalent. As necessary the human function could call regular TM func-
tions to help in processing of data. For example, a simple computer program 
which would display the input string as a picture to make human comprehension 
easier could be executed. Humans could be assumed to be cooperating perhaps 
because of a reward. Alternatively, one can construct a Human function which in-
stead of the union of all minds computes the average decision of all human minds 
on a problem encoded by the input string as the number of such minds goes to in-
finity. To avoid any confusion we propose naming the first HO HumanBest and the 
second HO HumanAverage. Problems in the AI domain tend to have a large degree 
of ambiguity in terms of acceptable correct answers. Depending on the problem at 
hand the simplistic notion of an average answer could be replaced with an aggre-
gate answer as defined in the Wisdom of Crowds approach [46]. Both functions 
could be formalized as Human-Assisted Turing Machines [41]. 
Human function is an easy to understand and use generalization of the Human 
Oracle. One can perceive it as a way to connect and exchange information with a 
real human sitting at a computer terminal. While easy to intuitively understand, 
such description is not sufficiently formal. Shahaf et al. have formalized the notion 
of Human Oracle as an HTM [41]. In their model a human is an oracle machine 
that can decide a set of languages Li in constant time: H ⊆{Li | Li ⊆ ∑*}. If time 
complexity is taken into account answering a question might take a non-constant 
time: H ⊆{<Li , fi> | Li ⊆ ∑*, fi  :  } there fi is the time-complexity function 
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for language Li, meaning the human can decide if x  Li  in fi (|x|) time. In order to 
realistically address capabilities of individual humans a probabilistic oracle was 
also presented which provided correct answers with probability p: H ⊆{<Li , pi> | 
Li ⊆ ∑*, 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1}. Finally the notion of reward is introduced into the model to 
capture humans improved performance on “paid” tasks: H ⊆{<Li , ui> | Li ⊆ ∑*, ui  
:  } where ui is the utility function [41]. 
2.1   Definitions  
Definition 1: A problem C is AI-Complete if it has two properties: 
1. It is in the set of AI problems (Human Oracle solvable). 
2. Any AI problem can be converted into C by some polynomial time  
algorithm. 
Definition 2: AI-Hard: A problem H is AI-Hard if and only if there is an AI-
Complete problem C that is polynomial time Turing-reducible to H. 
Definition 3: AI-Easy: The complexity class AI-easy is the set of problems that 
are solvable in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine with an oracle 
for some AI problem. In other words, a problem X is AI-easy if and only if there 
exists some AI problem Y such that X is polynomial-time Turing reducible to Y. 
This means that given an oracle for Y, there exists an algorithm that solves X in 
polynomial time.  
Figure 2 illustrates relationship between different AI complexity classes. Right 
side illustrates the situation if it is ever proven that AI-problems = AI-Complete 
problems. Left side shows the converse.  
 
Fig. 2 Relationship between AI complexity classes 
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2.2   Turing Test as the First AI-Complete Problem 
In this section we will show that a Turing Test [50] problem is AI-Complete. First 
we need to establish that Turing Test is indeed an AI problem (HO solvable). This 
trivially follows from the definition of the test itself. The test measures if a hu-
man-like performance is demonstrated by the test taker and Human Oracles are de-
fined to produce human level performance. While both “human” and “intelligence 
test” are intuitively understood terms we have already shown that Human Oracles 
could be expressed in strictly formal terms. The Turing Test itself also could be 
formalized as an interactive proof [45, 8, 44].    
Second requirement for a problem to be proven to be AI-Complete is that any other 
AI problem should be convertible into an instance of the problem under consideration 
in polynomial time via Turing reduction. Therefore we need to show how any problem 
solvable by the Human function could be encoded as an instance of a Turing Test. For 
any HO-solvable problem h we have a String input which encodes the problem and a 
String output which encodes the solution. By taking the input as a question to be used 
in the TT and output as an answer to be expected while administering a TT we can see 
how any HO-solvable problem could be reduced in polynomial time to an instance of a 
Turing Test. Clearly the described process is in polynomial time and by similar algo-
rithm any AI problem could be reduced to TT. It is even theoretically possible to con-
struct a complete TT which utilizes all other problems solvable by HO by generating 
one question from each such problem. 
2.3   Reducing Other Problems to TT 
Having shown a first problem (Turing Test) to be AI-Complete the next step is to 
see if any other well-known AI-problems are also AI-complete. This is an effort 
similar to the work of Richard Carp who has shown some 21 problems to be NP-
Complete in his 1972 paper and by doing so started a new field of Computational 
Complexity [22]. According to the Encyclopedia of Artificial Intelligence [43] 
published in 1992 the following problems are all believed to be AI-Complete and 
so will constitute primary targets for our effort of proving formal AI-
Completeness on them [43]: 
• Natural Language Understanding – “Encyclopedic knowledge is required 
to understand natural language. Therefore, a complete Natural Language sys-
tem will also be a complete Intelligent system.”  
• Problem Solving – “Since any area investigated by AI researchers may be 
seen as consisting of problems to be solved, all of AI may be seen as involv-
ing Problem Solving and Search”.  
• Knowledge Representation and Reasoning – “…the intended use is to use 
explicitly stored knowledge to produce additional explicit knowledge. This is 
what reasoning is. Together Knowledge representation and Reasoning can be 
seen to be both necessary and sufficient for producing general intelligence – it 
is another AI-complete area.”  
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• Vision or Image Understanding – “If we take “interpreting” broadly 
enough, it is clear that general intelligence may be needed to do this interpre-
tation, and that correct interpretation implies general intelligence, so this is 
another AI-complete area.”   
Now that Turing Test has been proven to be AI-Complete we have an additional 
way of showing other problems to be AI-Complete. We can either show that a 
problem is both in the set of AI problems and all other AI problem can be con-
verted into it by some polynomial time algorithm or we can reduce any instance of 
Turing Test problem (or any other already proven to be AI-Complete problem) to 
an instance of a problem we are trying to show to be AI-Complete. This second 
approach seems to be particularly powerful. The general heuristic of our approach 
is to see if all information which encodes the question which could be asked  dur-
ing administering of a Turing Test could be encoded as an instance of a problem 
in question and likewise if any potential solution to that problem would constitute 
an answer to the relevant Turing Test question. Under this heuristic it is easy to 
see that for example Chess is not AI-Complete as only limited information can be 
encoded as a starting position on a standard size chess board. Not surprisingly 
Chess has been one of the greatest successes of AI and currently Chess playing 
programs dominate all human players including world champions.  
Question Answering (QA) [17, 38] is a sub-problem in Natural Language 
Processing.  Answering question at a level of a human is something HOs are par-
ticularly good at based on their definition. Consequently QA is an AI-Problem 
which is one of the two requirements for showing it to be AI-Complete. Having 
access to an Oracle capable of solving QA allows us to solve TT via a simple re-
duction. For any statement S presented during administration of TT transform said 
statement into a question for the QA Oracle. The answers produced by the Oracle 
can be used as replies in the TT allowing the program to pass the Turing Test. It is 
important to note that access to the QA oracle is sufficient to pass the Turing Test 
only if questions are not restricted to stand alone queries, but could contain infor-
mation from previous questions. Otherwise the problem is readily solvable even 
by today’s machines such as IBM’s Watson which showed a remarkable perfor-
mance against human Jeopardy champions [35]. 
Speech Understanding (SU) [4] is another sub-problem in Natural Language 
Processing.  Understanding Speech at a level of a human is something HOs are 
particularly good at based on their definition. Consequently SU is an AI-Problem 
which is one of the two requirements for showing it to be AI-Complete. Having 
access to an Oracle capable of solving SU allows us to solve QA via a simple re-
duction. We can reduce QA to SU by utilizing any Text-to-Speech software [49, 
9] which is both fast and accurate. This reduction effectively transforms written 
questions into the spoken ones making it possible to solve every instance of QA 
by referring to the SU oracle.  
2.4   Other Probably AI-Complete Problems 
Figure 3 shows the relationship via reductions between problems shown to be AI-
Complete in this paper. We hope that our work will challenge the AI community 
to prove other important problems as either belonging or not belonging to that 
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class. While the following problems have not been explicitly shown to be AI-
Complete, they are strong candidates for such classification and are also problems 
of great practical importance making their classification a worthy endower. If a 
problem has been explicitly conjectured to be AI-Complete in a published paper 
we include a source of such speculation: Dreaming [38], Commonsense Planning 
[41], Foreign Policy [26], Problem Solving [43], Judging a Turing Test [41], 
Common Sense Knowledge [3], Speech Understanding [41], Knowledge Repre-
sentation and Reasoning [43], Word Sense Disambiguation [10, 32], Machine 
Translation [54], Ubiquitous Computing [23], Change Management for Biomedi-
cal Ontologies [33], Natural Language Understanding [43], Software Brittleness 
[54], Vision or Image Understanding [43]. 
 
Fig. 3 Reductions from the first NP-Complete problem 
2.5   1st AI-Hard Problem: Programming 
We define the problem of Programming as taking a natural language description 
of a program and producing a source code which then compiled on some readily 
available hardware/software produces a computer program which satisfies all im-
plicit and explicit requirements provided in the natural language description of the 
programming problem assignment. Simple examples of Programming are typical 
assignments given to students in computer science classes. Ex. “Write a program 
to play Tic-Tac-Toe.” with successful students writing source code which if cor-
rectly compiled allows the grader to engage the computer in an instance of that 
game. Many requirements of such assignment remain implicit such as that re-
sponse time of the computer should be less than a minute. Such implicit require-
ments are usually easily inferred by students who have access to culture instilled 
common sense. As of this writing no program is capable of solving Programming 
outside of strictly restricted domains.  
Having access to an Oracle capable of solving Programming allows us to solve 
TT via a simple reduction. For any statement S presented during TT transform said 
statement into a programming assignment of the form: “Write a program which 
would respond to S with a statement indistinguishable from a statement provided 
by an average human” (A full transcript of the TT may also be provided for  
disambiguation purposes). Applied to the set of all possible TT statements this 
procedure clearly allows us to pass TT, however Programming itself is not in  
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AI-Problems as there are many instances of Programming which are not solvable 
by Human Oracles. For example “Write a program to pass Turing Test” is not 
known to be an AI-Problem under the proposed definition. Consequently, Pro-
gramming is an AI-Hard problem.  
3   Beyond AI-Completeness 
The human oracle function presented in this paper assumes that the human being 
behind it has some assistance from the computer in order to process certain human 
unfriendly data formats. For example a binary string representing a video is com-
pletely impossible for a human being to interpret but could easily be played by a 
computer program in the intended format making it possible for a human to solve 
a video understanding related AI-Complete problem. It is obvious that a human 
being provided with access to a computer (perhaps with Internet connection) is a 
more powerful intelligence compared to an unenhanced in such a way human. 
Consequently it is important to limit help from a computer to a human worker in-
side a human Oracle function to assistance in the domain of input/output conver-
sion but not beyond as the resulting function would be both AI-Complete and 
“Computer Complete”.  
 
Fig. 4 Venn diagram for four different types of intelligence 
Figure 4 utilizes a Venn diagram to illustrate subdivisions of problem space pro-
duced by different types of intelligent computational devices. Region 1 represents 
what is known as a Universal Intelligence [25] or a Super Intelligence [24, 61, 57, 60] 
a computational agent which outperforms all other intelligent agents over all possible 
environments. Region 2 is the standard unenhanced Human level intelligence of the 
type capable of passing a Turing Test, but at the same time incapable of computation 
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involving large numbers or significant amount of memorization. Region 3 is what is 
currently possible to accomplish via the state-of-the-art AI programs. Finally Region 4 
represents an abstract view of animal intelligence. AI intelligence researchers strive to 
produce Universal Intelligence and it is certainly likely to happen given recent trends 
in both hardware and software developments and theoretical underpinning of the 
Church/Turing Thesis [51]. It is also likely that if we are able to enhance human minds 
with additional memory and port those to a higher speed hardware we will essentially 
obtain a Universal Intelligence [39].  
While the Universal Intelligence incorporates abilities of all the lower intelligences 
it is interesting to observe that Human, AI and Animal intelligences have many inter-
esting regions of intersection [62]. For example animal minds are as good as human 
minds at visual understanding of natural scenes. Regions 5, 6, and 7 illustrate common 
problem spaces between two different types of intelligent agents. Region 8 represents 
common problem solving abilities of humans, computers and animals. Understanding 
such regions of commonality may help us to better separate involved computational 
classes which are represented by abilities of a specific computational agent minus the 
commonalities with a computational agent with which we are trying to draw a distinc-
tion. For example CAPTCHA [2] type tests rely on inability of computers to perform 
certain pattern recognition tasks with the same level of accuracy as humans to separate 
AI agents from Human agents. Alternatively a test could be devised to tell humans not 
armed with calculators from AIs by looking at the upper level of ability. Such a test 
should be easy to defeat once an effort is made to compile and formalize limitations 
and biases of the human mind.  
It is also interesting to consider the problem solving abilities of hybrid agents. We 
have already noted that a human being equipped with a computer is a lot more capable 
compared to an unaided person. Some recent research in Brain Computer Interfaces 
[53] provides a potential path for future developments in the area. Just as interestingly 
combining pattern recognition abilities of animals with symbol processing abilities of 
AI could produce a computational agent with a large domain of human like abilities 
(see work on RoboRats [48] on monkey controlled robots [34]). It is very likely that in 
the near future the different types of intelligent agents will combine to even greater ex-
tent. While such work is under way we believe that it may be useful to introduce some 
additional terminology into the field of problem classification. For the complete space 
of problems we propose that the computational agents which are capable of solving a 
specific subset of such problems get to represent the set in question. Therefore we pro-
pose additional terms: “Computer-Complete” and “Animal-Complete” to represent 
computational classes solvable by such agents. It is understood that just like humans 
differ in their abilities so do animal and computers. Aggregation and averaging utilized 
in our human function could be similarly applied to definition of respective oracles. As 
research progresses common names may be needed for different combinations of re-
gions from Figure 8 illustrating such concepts as Human-AI hybrid or Animal-Robot 
hybrid.    
Certain aspects of human cognition do not map well onto the space of problems 
which have seen a lot of success in the AI research field. Internal states of human 
mind such as consciousness (stream of), self-awareness, understanding, emotions 
(love, hate), feelings (pain, pleasure), etc. are not currently addressable by our me-
thods. Our current state-of-the-art technologies are not sufficient to unambiguously 
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measure or detect such internal states and consequently even their existence is not un-
iversally accepted. Many scientists propose ignoring such internal states or claim they 
are nothing but a byproduct of flawed self-analysis. Such scientists want us to restrict 
science only to measurable behavioral actions, however since all persons have access 
to internal states of at least one thinking machine interest in trying to investigate in-
ternal states of human mind is unlikely to vanish.  
While we were able to present a formal theory of AI-Completeness based on 
the concept of Human Oracles the theory is not strong enough to address problems 
involving internal states of mind. In fact one of the fundamental arguments against 
our ability to implement understanding in a system which is based on symbol  
manipulation, Searle’s Chinese Room thought experiment, itself relies on a gene-
ralized concept of a human as a part of a computational cycle. It seems that the 
current Turing/Von Neumann architecture is incapable of dealing with the set of 
problems which are related to internal states of human mind. Perhaps a new type 
of computational architecture will be developed in the future capable of mimick-
ing such internal states. It is likely that it will be inspired by a better understanding 
of human biology and cognitive science. Research on creating Artificial Con-
sciousness (AC) is attracting a lot of attention at least in terms of number of AC 
papers published.  
As a part of our ongoing effort to classify AI related problems we propose a 
new category specifically devoted to problems of reproducing internal states of a 
human mind in artificial ways. We call this group of problems Consciousness-
Complete or C-Complete for short. An oracle capable of solving C-Complete 
problems would be fundamentally different from the Oracle Machines proposed 
by Turing. C-Oracles would take input in the same way as their standard counter-
parts but would not produce any symbolic output. The result of their work would 
be a novel internal state of the oracle, which may become accessible to us if the 
new type of hardware discussed above is developed. 
Just like SAT was shown to be the first NP-Complete problem and Turing Test 
to be the first AI-Complete problem we suspect that Consciousness will be shown 
to be the first C-Complete problem with all other internal-state related problems 
being reducible to it. Which of the other internal state problems are also  
C-Complete is beyond the scope of this preliminary work. Even with no con-
sciousness-capable hardware available at the moment of this writing the theory of 
C-Completeness is still a useful tool as it allows for formal classification of clas-
sical problems in the field of Artificial Intelligence into two very important cate-
gories: potentially solvable (with current technology) and unsolvable (with current 
technology). Since the only information available about Human Oracles is their 
output and not internal states they are fundamentally different from C-Oracles 
creating two disjoint sets of problems.  
History of AI research is full of unwarranted claims of anticipated break-
throughs and conversely overestimations regarding difficulty of some problems. 
Viewed through the prism of our AI-Complete/C-Complete theories history of AI 
starts to make sense. Solutions for problems which we classify as AI-Complete 
have been subject to continues steady improvement while those falling in the 
realm of C-Completeness have effectively seen zero progress (Computer Pain [7, 
12], Artificial Consciousness [40, 14], etc.). To proceed science needs to better 
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understand what is the difference between a feeling and a though is.  Feeling pain 
and knowing about pain are certainly not the same internal states. We are hopeful-
ly that the future research in this area will bring some long awaited answers.  
4   Conclusions 
Progress in the field of artificial intelligence requires access to well defined prob-
lems of measurable complexity. The theory of AI-Completeness aims to provide a 
base for such formalization. Showing certain problems to be AI-Complete/-Hard 
is useful for developing novel ways of telling computers from humans. Also, any 
problem shown to be AI-Complete would be a great alternative way of testing an 
artificial intelligent agent to see if it attained human level intelligence [41]. 
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